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Aloft Transitions
OCTOBER 2016

Fall Fun
The leaves are changing into the gorgeous fall palette that promises crisp mornings,
corn mazes, pumpkins, and plenty of fall fun. The students have been enjoying the
new season while painting pumpkins, getting lost in a labyrinth of tall corn stalks,
and helping winterize our animal shelters.
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Left: The
students
painted
pumpkins to
decorate the
porch!
Right:: Alexa,
Amara,
Adrian, and
Sam grin
with dirt on
their faces
from mud
volleyball.
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Work Projects
This month we have been
working on building a
covered barn to store hay
and supplies for the animals.
We have also completed
reconstructing the utility
trailer to haul hay and feed.
The students have been able
to utilize their welding skills
they have learned as well as
gaining new tool skills such
as using the chop saw.

Top: Mentors
Kwenton and Josh
teaching Perry how
to use a chop saw.

Middle: Collin,
Jordin, Amara, and
AJ working on
reconstructing the
utility trailer.

Bottom: The
students got all
dressed up for
Halloween!

ALOFT
TRANSITIONS

We encourage
the students to
work together
on projects to
help cultivate
positive team
building skills.

Halloween
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Welcome Perry!
Perry has been at Aloft for about a month
and it has been a pleasure getting to know
him! He has really enjoyed making new
friends with other students and staff. We
have been introducing him to the Treasure
Valley and his favorite parts are exploring
parks, experiencing museums, and hanging
out in downtown Boise. Perry enjoys
working with our animals and has started
learning new skills such as welding and barn
construction. We have really enjoyed having
Perry join the Aloft family and look forward
to featuring his future accomplishments!

Twin Oaks Farms
The students have been enjoying a new
volunteer opportunity through Twin Oaks
Farms. Twin Oaks features a farm-animal
petting zoo, a corn maze, hay rides, and a
haunted house. Students have been helping
with animal care, directing visitors to
attractions, running the feed sale counter, and
assisting with the haunted house. Twin Oaks
gives the students the chance to gain valuable
communication skills, animal care knowledge,
and money handling skills.
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NOVEMBER 2016

Upcoming Events
11/4: Bowling in Emmett
11/5: Craft and Chocolate Fair
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11/6: Discovery Center
11/11: Redbox Movie Night

11/12: Rake Up Boise Event
11/13: Board Game Night
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11/18: Ice Skating @ Idaho Ice
World
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11/19: BSU Student Union
Building
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11/20: Fall Photo Walk @
Katherine Alberton Park
11/24: Thanksgiving!

Photos of the Month
Top Left: Amara met Kylo
Ren at Comic Con!
Top Right: Kyle, Adrian,
and Perry posing in front
of one of the murals at
Freak Alley in downtown
Boise.
Bottom Right: A beautiful
sunset from our pasture.
Bottom Left: Mentor Josh
enjoying the Autumn
leaves up close.
Middle: Our new Aloft
sign that students helped
to weld.

